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Abstract
By using a mathematical model of the adult human hip in the static one-legged stance position of the body, the forces acting on
the hip, peak stress in the hip joint and other relevant radiographic and biomechanical parameters were assessed. The aims were to
examine if the peak stress in dysplastic hips is higher than in normal hips and to ﬁnd out which biomechanical parameters contribute
signiﬁcantly to higher peak stress. The average normalized peak stress in dysplastic hips (7.1 kPa/N) was markedly higher (100%)
than the average normalized peak stress in normal hips (3.5 kPa/N). The characteristic parameters that contributed to higher peak
stress in dysplastic hips included the smaller lateral coverage of the femoral head, the larger interhip distance, the wider pelvis, and
the medial position of the greater trochanter. These results are consistent with the hypothesis that stress distribution over weightbearing surface of the hip joint is the relevant parameter for assessment of the risk for developing coxarthrosis.
Ó 2002 Orthopaedic Research Society. Published by Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Introduction
Osteoarthritis can develop as an idiopathic disease;
however, subtle abnormalities might be detected in the
hip joint prior to the onset of symptoms. Origins of the
development of osteoarthritis are ascribed to the metabolic resorption of cartilage and the deformation of
anatomical structures [11]. Deviations in the size, shape,
mutual proportions or orientation of the acetabulum
and femoral head are described as hip dysplasia [9].
Although mostly a pediatric problem, hip dysplasia can
persist in untreated or unsuccessfully treated cases as
residual hip dysplasia and can eventually lead to cartilage degeneration, presumably due to the pathologically
increased stress within the joint. Therefore, hip dysplasia
represents an important indication for surgical procedures to reduce hip joint stress, slow down the pathological processes in the hip cartilage and thereby
contribute to functional normalization of the joint biomechanics [4,10,32].
*
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In clinical practice, the decision to perform a surgical
procedure is based on the clinical status of the patient’s
hip and on the joint’s radiographic appearance (e.g.,
coxa vara/valga, osteophytes, trabecular trajectories in
the femoral head, subchondral sclerosis in the acetabular roof, and the center-edge angle #CE ). The center-edge
angle [34] is often considered to be the decisive factor,
since it correlates with the size of the weight-bearing
surface and therefore serves as an indirect measure of
hip stress [21,23,25]. Since other geometrical parameters
are also of importance in determining the hip stress
distribution [7,17,15], a more precise analysis including
hip and pelvic geometry could constitute an improvement in the planning procedure for treatment of hip
dysplasias.
To the authors’ knowledge, a measurement of the
stresses in the natural hip joint has been performed
in vivo in only a single subject with an implanted partial
endoprosthesis containing a stress-measuring device
[14]. This kind of measurement is inappropriate in
clinical practice, but stresses could be estimated by other
means, such as external laboratory measurements combined with a mathematical model [2,18]. Several mathematical approaches have been proposed [3,5,6,16,22,
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24,30]. Legal developed a practical method for calculating the contact hip joint stress for a speciﬁc case based
on equilibrium force analysis in the frontal plane [24]. In
this method, the resultant hip joint force was calculated
in a static one-legged stance position assuming one effective abductor muscle with an attachment point on the
greater trochanter and a certain inclination towards the
horizontal plane. Hadley et al. [10] followed a similar
approach in which the calculation of the hip contact
joint stress distribution was restricted to the simplest
case of a uniform contact stress distribution.
Our objective was to use a simple three-dimensional
(3D) mathematical model [7,15–18] to evaluate the peak
stress in dysplastic hips and then to compare the results
with the corresponding results for healthy hips. Within
the 3D mathematical model used in this paper the
resultant hip joint force R was calculated in static onelegged stance and the calculated contact stress distribution was, in general, non-uniform [7,18]. Geometrical
parameters of the hip and pelvis obtained from a standard anteroposterior (AP) radiograph served as input
data and were used to rescale the reference 3D coordinates of the muscle attachment points in order to yield
the coordinates of the muscle attachment points for an
individual person [7]. Due to its resemblance to the midstance phase of slow gait, static one-legged stance can be
used as a representative body position [13] for patients
who usually walk slowly [28]. Radiographic and biomechanical parameters important for the peak stress
computation [7,15–18] were also analyzed to determine
which geometrical parameters directly contribute to the
diﬀerences in peak stress between dysplastic and healthy
hips.

Patients and methods
We analyzed standard AP radiographs of dysplastic and healthy
hips. Patients with dysplastic hips were selected from among the group
of patients operated on with a diagnosis of Dysplasia coxae at the
Department of Orthopaedic Surgery in Ljubljana in the years 1988–
1993. The diagnosis of dysplasia was made on the basis of clinical and
radiographic evaluation. All the patients were operated on due to
dysplasia, and the analyzed radiographs were taken prior to the ﬁrst
operation. The small group of hips from male subjects did not allow
for gender-matched comparison with healthy hips, therefore only the
47 dysplastic hips from female subjects were included. The sample
consisted of 20 right and 27 left hips, and the age of the subjects ranged
from 18 to 52 years with a median of 33 years.
The gender- and age-matched control group consisted of subjects
who had had a radiograph taken of the pelvic region for reasons other
than degenerative hip disease and in whom the pelvic radiograph had
shown no signs of hip pathology. This group consisted of 36 hips, 18
right and 18 left, and the age of the subjects ranged from 18 to 41 years
with a median age of 33 years.
The contours of the bony structures in each radiograph were put
into digital form with a digital graphic board. A computer program
(HIJOMO) [7,32,35] was then used to measure the radiographic parameters (Fig. 1): interhip distance (l), pelvic height (H), pelvic width
laterally from the femoral head center (C), coordinates of the insertion
point of the abductors on the greater trochanter in the frontal plane
(point T), radius of the femoral head (r), and the Wiberg center-edge

Fig. 1. Pelvic radiographic parameters, l, C, H, and the frontal coordinates of point T were used as input data for the computation of the
resultant hip force R.

angle (#CE ) (Fig. 1). The coordinates of point T (Tx and Tz ) were
measured with respect to the femoral head center.
Subsequently a computer program (HIPSTRESS) [15–18,31,34]
was used to compute the magnitude and direction of the resultant hip
joint force R and the corresponding stress distribution in static onelegged stance. In calculating R, the 3D reference coordinates of the
muscle attachment points were taken from the work of Dostal and
Andrews [8], who performed a case study on one human pelvis and
measured 3D coordinates of the abductor muscles. By correcting these
3D coordinates in the medial–lateral and superior–inferior directions
with regard to the radiographic pelvic parameters (l, C, H, Tx , Tz ), the
coordinates of the muscle attachment points for an individual patient
were estimated [15–18,31,34]. The model included the unknown forces
of the nine hip muscles F i (i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 9) with known coordinates for
their attachment points (ri ) and unknown tensions, the hip load (the
weight of the body W B minus the weight of the loaded leg W L ) originating at the center of the loading mass, and the unknown resultant
hip joint force R originating at the femoral head center. The nine
model muscles are divided into three muscle groups: anterior, middle
and posterior. The average tensions in a particular muscle group were
assumed to be equal. In the case of a static one-legged stance, all forces
and torques acting in the hip joint are in equilibrium [17]:
X
F i þ ðW B  W L Þ  R ¼ 0;
ð1Þ
i

X

ri  F i þ a  ðW B  W L Þ ¼ 0;

ð2Þ

i

where a is the moment arm of the force (W B  W L ), which is assumed
to lie in the frontal plane of the body. The magnitude of the vector a
is [28]
a ¼ ðWB c  WL bÞ=ðWB  WL Þ;

ð3Þ

where b ¼ 0:24l and c ¼ 0:50l. The solution of the vector equations (1)
and (2) yields the three components of the resultant hip force R and the
tensions in the abductor muscles [17]. The calculated magnitude and
direction of R in all cases turned out to lie nearly in the frontal plane of
the body, and its sagittal component did not exceed 1% of the frontal
component. The particular choice of the muscles included in the model
and the position of the force (W B  W L ) in the frontal plane guaranteed this result.
On the basis of known values of the femoral head radius r, the
Wiberg center-edge angle #CE , magnitude of R and inclination of the
resultant hip force with respect to the vertical, #R , the peak stress on
the weight-bearing surface, pmax , was computed for every individual
hip by using another mathematical model [7,16,18]. The model is based
on the assumption that the weight-bearing surface in the hip makes
part of a perfect articular sphere limited on the lateral side by the
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coverage of the acetabulum (#CE angle). Its medial border depends on
the location of the pole of stress distribution. With the known magnitude and direction of R, the distribution of the contact stress in the
hip joint can be computed by integration of the following vector
equation over the weight-bearing surface S
Z
p dS ¼ R;
ð4Þ
wherein the value of stress at a given point on the articular surface, p, is
proportional to the value of stress at the pole of the stress distribution,
p0 and the cosine of the angle between a given point and the stress pole,
c:
ð5Þ

p ¼ p0 cos c:

The solution of the three components of the vector equation (4) with
known value of R yields the spherical coordinate of the stress pole (H)
and the value of stress at the pole p0 [18]:
!
cos2 ð#CE  HÞ

#R þ H  arctan 
¼ 0;
ðp=2Þ þ #CE  H þ 12 sinð2ð#CE  HÞÞ
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way. As pmax =WB is directly proportional to R=WB and 1=r2 (a linear
relationship), the two corresponding correlation coeﬃcients were
computed directly. In the case of non-linear dependence between #CE
and pmax =WB , we ﬁtted the dependence numerically by using the model
equation. The best ﬁt for the dependence between #CE and pmax =WB was
computed by using a simple iteration algorithm [20] to ﬁnd the minimal value of the sum of squares a:
n
X
ðpmax ð#CEi ; #R ; r; R=WB Þ=WB  pmax i =WB Þ2 ;
ð8Þ
a¼
i¼1

where i runs over all the data (both the normal and the dysplastic hips).
To obtain the minimum value of a, we tried diﬀerent starting values of
variables R=WB , #R and r and eventually took into account the optimal
solution for the three parameters. The correlation coeﬃcient between
the computed values of pmax i =WB and the ﬁtted values of pmax ð#CEi ; #R ;
r; R=WB Þ then represented the measure of the inﬂuence of the input
parameter #CE on the values of pmax =WB . The correlation coeﬃcient for
the dependence between #R and pmax =WB was computed by using the
same procedure.

ð6Þ
p0 ¼

3R
2r2

cosð#R þ HÞ
ððp=2Þ þ #CE  H þ 12 sinð2ð#CE  HÞÞÞ

!
¼ 0;

ð7Þ

where it is assumed that the stress pole lies on the lateral side of the
contact hemisphere or outside the contact hemisphere in the lateral
direction. The solution presented in Eqs. (6) and (7) is the result of the
fact that the resultant hip force lies in the frontal plane. If the pole of
the stress distribution is located within the weight-bearing surface, the
location of pmax coincides with the location of the pole (pmax equals p0 ).
When the stress pole lies outside the weight-bearing surface, the stress
is maximal at the point on the weight-bearing surface, which is closest
to the pole [16,18] (Fig. 2).
The statistical signiﬁcance of the diﬀerence in radiographic and
biomechanical parameters between both samples was tested by the
unpaired two-tailed Student t-test with unequal variances (limit of
signiﬁcance p < 0:001) and the correlation coeﬃcients for the input
parameters of the hip stress model were computed in the following

Fig. 2. A scheme of the stress distribution in two diﬀerent hips with
equal #CE angle but diﬀerent #R angles. The x and z axes of the Cartesian coordinate system lie in the frontal plane of the body while the y
axis points in the AP direction. In case A, the #R is larger, which results
in lower peak stress value and more favorable stress distribution with
the stress pole located near the acetabular roof. In case B, the angle #R
is smaller, the stress pole is located laterally from the weight-bearing
surface, and the peak stress lies at its lateral rim.

Results
On average dysplastic hips had larger peak stress than
healthy hips (Table 1). The values of normalized peak
stress in the dysplastic sample were variable and ranged
from 2.4 to 22.0 kPa/N. The dysplastic sample mean of
7.1 kPa/N was signiﬁcantly higher than in the healthy
sample, where values ranged from 2.2 to 6.1 kPa/N with
a mean of 3.5 kPa/N. The values of peak stress and the
resultant hip force were normalized to the body weight
of each subject and given as pmax =WB and R=WB , respectively, as these parameters exhibit the eﬀect of the
hip and pelvic geometry [5].
In all parameters except the direction of the resultant
hip force #R and the pelvic width H, the diﬀerences between the dysplastic and the healthy group were shown
to be statistically signiﬁcant. However, the parameters
where the diﬀerences contributed to higher peak stress in
the dysplastic group included only #CE , R=WB , l, Tx and
Tz .
The following correlation coeﬃcients for the dependence between the corresponding input parameters and
the values of pmax =WB were computed: #CE (R2 ¼ 0:81,
p < 0:001), #R (R2 ¼ 0:04, p ¼ 0:076), r (R2 ¼ 0:09, p ¼
0:007) and R=WB (R2 ¼ 0:55, p < 0:001). Therefore, #CE
exhibited signiﬁcant correlation with the values of
pmax =WB ; the correlation of R=WB (which was in turn
computed from l, C, H, Tx , Tz ) was less pronounced but
still signiﬁcant. The parameters #R and r did not correlate signiﬁcantly with the peak stress.

Discussion
The diﬀerence between the dysplastic and healthy hip
groups in terms of peak stress pmax =WB was considerable and statistically signiﬁcant. Mathematical analysis
of this biomechanical model has shown [18] that the
smaller the arithmetical sum of ð#CE þ #R ), the smaller
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Table 1
Radiographic and biomechanical parameters (mean  std. dev.) in the dysplastic and healthy hip sample groups
Sample
group

#CE (°)

l (mm)

C (mm)

H (mm)

Tx (mm)

Tz (mm)

r (mm)

R=WB ( )

#R (°)

pmax =WB
(kPa/N)

Dysplastic
Healthy

13  8
31  6
p < 0:001

208  12
195  9
p < 0:001

47  10
56  11
p < 0:001

144  13
150  10
p ¼ 0:024

14  6
10  5
p < 0:001

56  6
61  6
p < 0:001

26  2
23  1
p < 0:001

3:1  0:3
2:7  0:1
p < 0:001

82
81
p ¼ 0:60

7:1  3:7
3:5  0:9
p < 0:001

the radius r, and the larger the magnitude R, the higher
the output value of peak stress will be. Our results show
that subjects with dysplastic hips have on average
smaller angles #CE and larger magnitudes R=WB , which is
consistent with the hypothesis that these two parameters
could be responsible for higher stresses in dysplastic
hips. In addition, we found strong correlation for the
two parameters with the peak stress values. This relationship was not found for the inclination of the resultant hip force #R , which on average was equal in both
populations, while the femoral radius r was even slightly
smaller in healthy hips.
In turn, an analysis of the mathematical model for
computation of R [7,17] showed that the larger the interhip distance l, the smaller the pelvic height H, the
larger the pelvic width laterally from the femoral head
center C, the larger the horizontal coordinate Tx and the
smaller the vertical coordinate of the insertion point of
abductors on the greater trochanter Tz , the larger the
magnitude of the resultant hip force R is going to be.
Our results conﬁrm that the diﬀerences in l, Tx and Tz
through a larger magnitude of R contribute to larger
stresses in dysplastic hips. However, the values of H did
not diﬀer signiﬁcantly between the two groups, and the
values of C were even more favorable in the dysplastic
group.
In the past a similar approach was used to estimate
the hip joint contact stress from the AP radiographs,
where the calculation of the stress distribution was restricted to the case of uniform contact stress distribution
[10]. The major advantage of the present method is that
it takes into account the non-uniform stress distribution
over the weight-bearing surface. This is especially
noteworthy, because the gradient of contact stress distribution could be even more important than the magnitude of the contact stress [4]. In our mathematical
model, the weight-bearing surface is not ﬁxed in advance. The hip geometry aﬀects the resultant hip force
and the size and the shape of the weight-bearing surface
in a self-consistent manner [16,18]. The theoretical predictions of the model are based on the assumption of
Hooke’s law, where the cartilage is described macroscopically as a homogeneous continuum and linear
elastic solid. This means that the radial stress in the
articular surface was taken to be proportional to the
radial strain in the cartilage layer [5]. In fact, the acetabulum is slightly narrower at its edges so as to ‘‘hold’’

the femoral head in position [29]. In addition, the
weight-bearing area is overestimated as a result of ignoring the cotyloid notch. However, this region would
not be expected to actually distribute much load [18],
therefore the actual overestimation of the contact area
is negligible. Also, according to Klaue et al. [19], the
planning for hip correction should include assessment of
some additional parameters (for example, the posterior
femoral cover). The use of standard AP radiographs
does not enable computations of these parameters.
Due to the described and other [16,18] simpliﬁcations,
we could not accurately predict the local contact stress
distribution in detail. However, direct measurements
in vivo using a specially designed endoprosthesis [14] are
consistent with our previous predictions that the peak
stress during gait is located in the posterior–medial part
of the weight-bearing area of the hip joint [18,26]. In the
case of dysplastic hips, the peak stress trajectory is displaced closer to the lateral edge of the acetabulum and
anteriorly. Similarly, experimental data based on cadavers [1] show that the location of the peak stress
trajectories predicted by our model corresponds to the
site where degenerative damage in the hip joint most
often occurs.
In direct measurements of peak stress in various activities, e.g. standing up from a chair, peak stress attained up to ﬁvefold higher values relative to the peak
stress in static one-legged stance [14]. Using our mathematical model for calculating R does not enable computations of hip forces for such positions of the body
and for dynamic activities. In a report of a patient whose
hip forces were estimated through laboratory measurements during gait [2], the maximum value of R was in
the same range of magnitude as our results. However,
the dynamic force R had a considerably large component directed anteriorly. In addition, the inclination of
force #R was signiﬁcantly higher when compared to our
static results. While a number of model reﬁnements are
possible, the large diﬀerences between normal and dysplastic hips are not likely due to model limitations.
The statistical signiﬁcance of our results is limited by
errors in magniﬁcation of the AP radiographs. No radioopaque object of standard length was present in the
images to use as a ruler, and the error was probably
diﬀerent for each individual because of diﬀerences in
magniﬁcation. In a recent study [33], we considered
normal hips imaged with a piece of metal of known
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length positioned by a special screw system to the level
of the femoral head centers before making AP radiographs. The magniﬁcation varied substantially, but the
distribution of the magniﬁcations was normal. Therefore, with regard to the population, the magniﬁcation
should not aﬀect the relative diﬀerence between the average or median values, but would rather increase the
error and cause the statistical signiﬁcance of the diﬀerence between the considered populations of dysplastic
and normal hips to be smaller. However, in determining
peak stress, not all the geometrical parameters are
equally important, as the functional relations between
them are non-linear. It follows from the mathematical
model that stress ﬁrst depends on the radius of the
femoral head, then on the interhip distance, subsequently on the lateral extension of the eﬀective attachment point on the greater trochanter and lastly on the
pelvic height and width. For example, if the error made
in the determination of the pelvic height is about 15%,
only a 2% error in the peak stress would occur [7].
Therefore, within the validity of the model, we expect
that the error due to the lack of 3D information in the
AP radiograph amounts to about 10%.
Hip joint contact stress is believed to be an important parameter in assessment of hip dysplasia [4,31,34].
The results of our study are consistent with the hypothesis that dysplastic hips have considerably elevated
cumulative contact stress overdose [10,27]. The lack of
male dysplastic hips in our study did not allow for statistical comparison between female and male hips. Recently the relative maximum hip joint contact stress
pmax =WB was found to be higher in healthy women than
in healthy men [15]. As women have a higher incidence
of arthrosis [12,31], these results support our hypothesis
that increased contact stress in the hip joint can be one
of the reasons for the development of arthrosis [15].
However, it remains to be seen how the features connected to stress correspond to the other mechanisms
occurring in the development of osteoarthritis at the
microcellular level [4].
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